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Notes from AMS Boulder 
Users Mini-Meeting

Present: Doug, Manjula, James, 
Jonny, Ed, Peter, Joel, Donna, 

Jose
Notes by Jose

10/22/2005

Agenda
• ToF-AMS data analysis software
• ToF-AMS acquisition software issues

– ToF-AMS quantification issues
– cToF vs. vToF comparison

• Meeting w/ Katja on PAHs 
• Parameter checking in ToF acquisition software
• ToF IE calibration software (Ed)
• Update on Riverside analysis
• Discussion of Mexico City 2006
• Discussion of PSI
• Time and Agenda for meeting @ Acquiris
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ToF-AMS data analysis software
• Current status

– Silke’s software, won’t be supported on long term
– Squirrel-based new software, not yet released

• James: Something out by 30-Oct-2005
• Idea: support quad, ToF, and wToF

– Scott Herndon’s real time software
• Useful to analyze data in real-time, avoid post-analysis as 

much as possible
• Doug: can’t be released to users community because don’t 

have time to support users. Scott’s software already mostly 
developed, wont’ grow much more. Maybe for airplane users, 
up to those users to figure out how to use it. Opposed to 
release to all users, too hard to use, can’t support it.

– Real-time web updates
• Igor program reads TimeTrace.txt, makes jpeg, posts on web

ToF-AMS data analysis discussion
• Jose: worried to ARI won’t use Squirrel, will fall out of the 

feedback loop
• Doug: for ARI truck experiments, Squirrel won’t be used. 

For ARI fixed-site experiments, it will.
• James, Peter, Joel: Squirrel could have a real-time 

module. However this is not a priority, many other 
priorities in Squirrel before we get to this.

• Manjula: Scott willing to release it, e.g. by Donna 
learning and supporting it

• Jose, James: still a lot to do in Squirrel, methods need 
development, put our current eggs into this basket (since 
we are egg-limited). We’ve already got the capability of 
looking at real-time data with the logfile. We can’t do QA 
in real time yet, we need to tinker during the 
development.

• Conclusion: we’ll put our eggs on Squirrel for now. ARI 
will continue to use Scott’s software, but will try to use 
Squirrel and contribute feedback to it
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ToF-AMS data analysis discussion 2
• Squirrel: work-in-progress
• James

– this week: time series, size-resolved concentration, 
peak integration routines (right now identical to 
logging software, will need tinkering, not perfect at 
some peaks)

– NOT high resolution data 
• James presents again his users meeting 

presentation about the general direction of the 
data analysis software
– Squirrel: intermediary between data analysis software 

and the data in the hard disk
• Only the data that is needed will be loaded into memory. This 

makes the software more complicated, but it provides a long 
term solution to problems with current software

• Designed to be modular, so that several people can work on 
the software at once and add their own functions

ToF-AMS data analysis discussion 3
• James (cont): 

– eventually get Squirrel to work on quad data, will allow variable size 
calibration for aircraft

• However this is not a priority for Squirrel. The main priority is to get Squirrel 
working for ToF

• Joel: 
– ITX-to-HDF converter for ToF data is working
– However not yet ready to deal with new data structure in which Info 

waves are saved inside of MS and PTOF files, instead of in the INFO 
file.

• That will be fixed soon
• Doug’s summary: what’s about to be released is version of quad 

software that works for the ToF. Main difference is that now we have 
size-resolved mass spectra.

• James, Jonny, Ed: by the end of this week there will be working 
version. It will need speeding. Also niceties of MS graph may not be 
there, also they need tidying up.

• Currently 6 groups with ToFs (ARI, CU, Mainz, Caltech, PNNL, 
JARI), no new ones before 2006, 9 more groups by June 2006.
– Dec: Mainz and JARI upgrading to wToF
– Jan: Zimmerman and Qi. 
– Feb: Env Canada & Harvard.
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ToF-AMS Thresholding Issues
• Peter

– Ringing from 28 and negative baseline, makes 29 
meaningless in cToF, ok in vToF, good in wToF

• Doug: not a software problem, it is a hardware electronics 
problem. Nothing we can do in software

– 40/28 is a good diagnostic to see whether we are 
loosing signal from the small ions

• As long as 28 does not saturate
• This ratio should be 0.0196, according to calculation from 

Peter
– If we apply RIE, we get 0.0236, close to measured 0.0238

• In wToF with 500 mV full scale
• Doug: this can also be done with cToF by turning filament 

down

ToF-AMS Thresholding Issues II
• ADC @ 5V FS vs MCP 

– To find out whether preamp saturates. Can be done in Acqiris
live very quickly

– If it doesn’t saturate, run Joel’s with 5V ADC
– Run Peter’s analysis (40/28 etc.) as a function of the baseline

• Idea: we could lower baseline, so that we partially compensate for 
the loss of signal from the single ions

• More discussions after lab experiments
– Preamp clearly clips @ 2.7 V, so we can’t use the 5 V full scale, 

2V is the max
– Shane: we can turn down emission current to keep 

quantification, at the expense of signal-to-noise
• Mike Alexander: wants to do light scattering on ToF

– Issue is 3% duty cycle of BFSP. Makes more sense to wait for 
TADC mode which would have ~100% duty cycle

– Or we could program it a-la single-particle mass spec, triggering 
on the light scattering, and only acquiring those spectra. 


